PAINTING IN PANDEMICS A LONG HISTORY OF ARTISTIC RESPONSE
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watercolor and
gouache on paper,
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Art and science merge with the
collaboration of an illustrator and
two polar marine researchers.
by

Allison Malafronte

Thalasassiosira
tumida
watercolor and
gouache on paper, 9x12
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lthough much of art-making
can be solitary, artistic collaboration isn’t uncommon.
Sometimes the collaborators work
in the same artistic field—think
of Andy Warhol and Jean-Michel
Basquiat. Other times, a project
might pair artists who work in different creative fields—an illustrator
with a fashion designer, for example.
In this story, however, the collaborative project involves two seemingly
different yet fundamentally aligned
fields: art and science.
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Claudia Stevens,
a botanical illustrator based in the rural
Monterey Bay town of Aptos,
Calif., harbors a lifelong love of
nature and a deep concern regarding
the environment and the detrimental
effects of climate change. She collects
botanical specimens from various
locations—including Antarctica, international rain forests and California’s
High Sierras—and creates detailed
illustrations not only to provide documentation of these often endangered
species but also to showcase their
rare beauty. The finished illustrations
are either published in professional
scientific journals or exhibited for both
artistic and educational purposes in an
effort to raise awareness and provide
another language through which the
general public can learn about science.
Over the course of her 30-year
career, Stevens has collaborated with
a number of scientists, including
ecologists and anthropologists, to
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complete projects centered on specific
plant specimens. Her latest endeavor
finds her teaming up with two polar
marine researchers to illustrate species of diatom (microscopic, single-cell
microalgae) from Antarctica’s
Southern Ocean and subglacial lakes
(see Natural Art, opposite). The partnership came about serendipitously
when, in 2014, Stevens’ son Jamin
Stevens Greenbaum, a geophysicist,
met polar marine diatom researchers
Amy Leventer and Leanne Armand
on a six-week Antarctica research
cruise. Greenbaum shared a lab and
a 12-hour shift with Armand. While
observing Armand studying these fascinating, rare organisms, Greenbaum
naturally thought of his mother
and her dedication to documenting
nature’s beauty for posterity and
public education. Knowing firsthand
how art and science can intersect for
mutual benefit, Greenbaum introduced the three women, initiating an
ongoing creative collaboration.

Actinocyclus
watercolor and
gouache on
paper, 9x12

NATURAL ART

Diatoms, such as those pictured here, are both important scientific
paleoenvironmental indicators [signifiers of a geological age] and beautiful
organisms, rich in texture and detailed structure. The incredible patterns that
characterize different diatom species and
genera have garnered attention for many
years as important identifying features.
For example, areolae [colored rings]
can be organized into sunflower
patterns (the “golden spiral”), or
honeycombs. The famous Fibonacci
sequence exists throughout nature
in the unfolding spirals of
seashells and galaxies—
and single-cell diatoms.
These exquisite
patterns and spirals
are mesmerizing,
captivating, and
alluring—nature’s fine
art. At the same time,
scientists utilize diatoms
as proxies for climate change.
Asteromphalus hookeri
watercolor and gouache
on paper, 9x12

Coscinodiscus
radiatus
watercolor and
gouache on
paper, 9x12

—CLAUDIA STEVENS

ART INFORMING
SCIENCE
Diatoms provide essential data on how
the climate and tightly clustered ice
sheets evolved and, by extrapolation,
they also offer clues about the future.
That’s why documenting them through
illustration is crucial to Stevens. In her
project outline, “The Intersection of
Art and Science: Scientific Observation
Through the Practice of Art,” she
writes, “By cataloging the shapes,
sizes and assemblages of these complex and beautiful organisms with
respect to where they were recovered
around Antarctica, scientists use
these diminutive plants to determine
the timing of past ice sheet advance
and retreat, sea ice cover, wind patterns and other phenomena related
to the climate. By understanding how
and when these events transpired in
the past, we may better understand
the magnitude and timing of changes
we can expect to see in the future.”
Stevens entered the Antarctica
Diatom Project in 2018 when

she attended the Polar Marine
Conference—a community-led
educational exchange for polar diatom
researchers—where she taught two
biological illustration workshops.
This was the first time in the 36-year
history of the conference that an artistic component was included. “Claudia
offered two evening sessions that were
attended by almost every scientist at
the conference,” says Leventer. “We
learned how to use a variety of tools to
sketch and illustrate our favorite diatoms. One of the key contributions from
Claudia is that we’re learning, through

“Illustrating diatoms
helps bring an
understanding of the
beauty of all organisms,
no matter how small.”
—leanne armand
POLAR MARINE DIATOM RESEARCHER

drawing and sketching, to observe
much more closely. Slowing down gives
us time to think—and while we sketch,
we’re subconsciously asking ourselves
bigger questions about what we’re seeing. The physical act of drawing frees
our minds to wander, contemplate our
data, and visualize the distinguishing
characteristics of the individual taxa.”
Stevens’ other scientist collaborator,
Armand, says, “Illustrating diatoms
helps bring an understanding of the
beauty of all organisms, no matter
how small. I’ve always called diatoms
‘eye candy’ for scientists, but it’s the
illustrator’s rendition that allows a
wider public to see the beauty of what
we study and to convey the importance of protecting our oceans.”
Stevens is not surprised by the scientists’ reactions, for she knows from
years of teaching precisely how art can
improve the brain’s ability to analyze
and process. “Research shows that art
enhances learning in all other subjects
and that, as adults, our brains are malleable for learning new skills,” she says.
ArtistsNetwork.com
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HIGH AND TINY
After an arduous hike to an elevation of nearly 11,000 feet
in the High Sierra, Stevens found and sketched the elusive
mountain laurel in pencil. Her botanical painting of the
flower, completed in the studio, reveals its easily overlooked
beauty. Note the minuscule life-size rendition of the blossom
in the lower left corner of the painting.

RIGHT: Kalmia polifolia (mountain laurel)
watercolor and gouache on paper, 24x18

“For my students, hands-on experience
coupled with close observation adds
an engaging element and dimension to
the learning process. Through sketching their observations, these scientists
gained a new perspective specific to
their field work. In the midst of the
intensive weeklong program at the
conference, the slow, focused observation and the physical act of making
art gave participants time to process
their science in a new way and synthesize disparate sets of data.”

SCIENCE INFORMING ART
After the conference the scientists
offered their strengths and skill sets
to inform Stevens’ creative process.
Leventer, who has been working in
Antarctica since 1983 and has completed 30 field-based expeditions,
sent Stevens slides of the Antarctica
diatoms she’d been collecting for
years. These included samples from
sea ice cores, open ocean and deep-sea
sediments in the Southern Ocean.
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Throughout the process, Leventer and
Armand made themselves available
to the artist to provide the scientific
framework that Stevens needed
to faithfully reproduce the various
species of diatoms. The insight and
details they shared enriched her
understanding of the microscopic
views she was portraying.
Stevens began her own visual
research by using a high-powered
microscope (1000X) to view the diatoms. The magnified view highlighted
key visual information and brought
an otherwise hidden world into the
light. “In seeing these tiny, single-cell
life forms under the microscope, it’s
hard not to notice their vibrating,
undulating glowing light and brilliant
color. Some even appear to be neon,”
says Stevens. “As an artist, I find the
way the macro and micro play together
intriguing and mystifying; although
invisible to the naked eye, diatoms
are ubiquitous and omnipresent. The
greatest issue facing us today—climate
change—is imprinted and reflected in
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Stevens, who made the scarf she’s wearing,
compares creating diatom illustrations to
knitting: “You build slowly,” she says.

TOP LEFT
Mimulus
watercolor and gouache
on paper, 24x18
BOTTOM LEFT
Buckeye
watercolor and gouache
on paper, 24x18

she knew the mountain laurel Kalmia
polifolia thrives. She took out her
pocket-sized sketchbook and pencil
and spent the day making several
drawings to become better acquainted
with the plant and its environment.
Then, she gathered the plant material
and brought it home where she preserved it in dehydrating salts. In the
studio she viewed the plant under
a microscope as well as topically.
Finally, implementing a multilayer
drybrush technique, using watercolor
and gouache on heavy hot-pressed
paper, she painted the plant.

Itinerant Artist
A dedicated botanical artist
might travel anywhere on
earth in quest of specimens.
Below, Stevens is seen hiking
relatively close to home in
the High Sierra of California.
She has also visited rain
forests and hopes to go to
Antarctica—always with the
aim of observing, collecting
and sketching botanical ﬁnds
in their natural habitats.

ART & SCIENCE ALIGNED

the diatom. Here we are as humans,
discovering climate-change patterns
in the smallest creature on earth, hidden in plain sight.”
When preparing to create a botanical illustration, Stevens typically does
her field research by finding an interesting specimen and spending time
in its natural habitat. For instance,
for the illustration of mountain
laurel (see High and Tiny, opposite),
a semi-microscopic, high-elevation
plant, Stevens made an arduous trek in
California’s Sierra Nevada Mountains
to an elevation of 10,915 feet where

For the Antarctica Diatom Project,
Stevens worked with specimens the
two scientists provided, but all three
are hopeful Stevens will be able to
join Leventer and Armand on their
next research trip to Antarctica.
“I would love to see Claudia actively
participate in the field expedition for
two reasons,” says Leventer. “First,
the living diatoms have features you
simply can’t see as well once they’ve
been preserved, including colony
structure and distribution of chloroplasts. Second, research cruises tend
to be nonstop action, and that realtime back-and-forth sharing between
Claudia and scientists would help
forge an even greater connection.”
In the meantime, Stevens continues to help advance educational
components of the project. Already,
in this initiative, she has once again
seen scientists learning careful and
close observation through the practice of art while she, as an artist, is
deepening her understanding of the
incredible internal worlds beneath
the surface of these biotic resources.
Stevens and the team hope to share
these findings by exhibiting the
diatom portraits in fine-art venues,

LEARN MORE ABOUT CLAUDIA
STEVENS AND VIEW HER BOTANICAL
ART AT CSTEVENSSTUDIOS.COM.

academic museums, universities and
scientific laboratories. They also want
to develop fine art curricula showing
exactly how a successful collaboration
between art and science is done.
Allison Malafronte is a ﬁne arts and
design writer and editor based in the
greater New York area.
ArtistsNetwork.com
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